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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

This paper uses the case of India to demonstrate that Universal Health Coverage (UHC) is about not only health financing; personal and population services production issues, stewardship of the health system and generation of the necessary resources and inputs need to accompany the health financing proposals.

In order to help policy makers address UHC in India and sort out implementation issues, the framework developed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in the World Health Report 2000 and its subsequent extensions are advocated. The framework includes final goals, generic intermediate objectives and four inter-dependent functions which interact as a system; it can be useful by diagnosing current shortcomings and facilitating the filling up of gaps between functions and goals.

Different positions are being defended in India re the preconditions for UHC to succeed. This paper argues that more (public) money will be important, but not enough; it needs to be supplemented with broad interventions at various health system levels. The paper analyzes some of the most important issues in relation to the functions of service production, generation of inputs and the necessary stewardship. It also pays attention to reform implementation, as different from its design, and suggests critical aspects emanating from a review of recent health system reforms.

Precisely because of the lack of comparative reference for India, emphasis is made on the need to accompany implementation with analysis, so that the “solutions” (“what to do?” “how to do it?”) are found through policy analysis and research embedded into flexible implementation. Strengthening “evidence-to-policy” links and the intelligence dimension of stewardship/leadership as well as accountability during implementation are considered paramount. Countries facing similar challenges to those faced by India can also benefit from the above approaches.
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1. Background

International experience reveals a move towards Universal Health Coverage (UHC) as promoted by the World Health Report 2010 “Agenda for Action” [1]. Raising and pooling funds provides the base for population coverage, and these mechanisms are most effective when prepayment comes on behalf of a large number of people, creating an enabling environment in which the healthy subsidize the sick, the rich subsidize the poor, those of working age subsidize those beyond it, and health services purchasing is used strategically to promote efficient use of resources.

International experience also shows that general government revenues have been at the core of recent UHC
reforms in low and medium income countries with large informal sectors and numbers outside of salaried employment (where direct taxation is harder to implement). This approach moves away from a principal focus on earmarked payroll taxes and a contributory basis for entitlement, given the structure of the labor market yet recognizes the need to rely on compulsory funding sources (taxation) to move towards universal population coverage [2]. Such is the lesson from recent innovations in Brazil’s expanded “right to health” [3], Kyrgyzstan’s Mandatory Health Insurance Fund [4], Mexico’s “Seguro Popular” [5] and Thailand’s Universal Coverage scheme [6] among others.

These approaches are aligned with the concept of UHC which shifted the underlying public policy rationale for health coverage from being a condition of labor status (as was the case from the time of Bismarck until shortly after World War II) to being a condition of citizenship, underpinned by emergent concepts of health as a human right and human security often reflected in national constitutions [7,8]. Recent international experiences also show that reforms in large federal systems (for example, China and Mexico) must devote attention to the role of local governments, with the center using intergovernmental incentives to stimulate attention to health at state/provincial levels.

Those features can also be observed in India, with its schemes since independence (including one for civil servants and another one based on Social Health Insurance contributions from the formal sector). During the past decade, national-level reforms de-linking coverage from employment and increasing public spending by transferring health-specific funds to States have been introduced via two innovative schemes1:

- The National Rural Health Mission (NRHM), an umbrella program departing from earlier trends of financing specific health care lines for identified diseases and health conditions. Since 2005 it fosters district and village health plans aggregated up to state level, plus primary care services and infrastructures, from Union level government, encouraging States to match grant money in varying proportions [10]. NRHM takes into account disparities in revenue capacity and differentiates non-focus states, with a weight of 1 in the allocation of resources (Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Punjab, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal), high-focus north-eastern states (Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Sikkim, and Tripura, with a weight of 3.2) and high-focus large states (Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Jammu and Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Rajasthan, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh, with a resource allocation weight of 1.3).

- The Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojna (RSBY) is a hospitalization costs insurance scheme launched in 2008 to protect below poverty line households – the vast majority of people in the unorganized sector, including agriculture [11]. While managed nationally by the Labour Ministry, at state level (where implementation occurs) the Health and Labour Ministries each manages the program in about half the states. The usual funding split is Union Government 75% and State government 25%, which in Northeastern states and Jammu and Kashmir goes up to 90:10. About 33 million families have been covered and 4.3 million persons used hospitalisation services under RSBY, according to the 12th Five-Year Plan document [12]. While nearly completely tax-funded, implementation is contracted at state level to private insurance companies based on a tender process to become the single insurer for a state or for a defined geographic region of a state. Beneficiaries can choose from public and private providers contracted (“empalmented”) by the insurer.

These programs are quite different in size and focus. Financially, the resources provided for NRHM are about 10 times the amount provided for RSBY. NRHM is predominately a supply-side funding mechanism, whereas RSBY involves an explicit purchaser–provider split, with public funds flowing to contracted private and public insurers that purchase inpatient care on behalf of the covered population. While difficult to fully identify the consequences, a major concern has been the absence of explicit coordination between these two mechanisms [13].

Analyses of each of these schemes have shown mixed results – both achievements as well as problems in implementation. In the Sixth Common Review Mission for NRHM, progress was reported in key health outcomes – notably in child survival, population stabilisation and maternal mortality reduction plus improvements in immunisation in all states, increased outpatient attendance and in-patient admissions. The Janani Shishu Suraksha Karyakram (JSSK) provides free cashless services to normal deliveries and caesarean operations and care for sick newborn born in Government health institutions [14]. On the down side, problems have been reported concerning lack of accountability and poor quality of spending [15] and even financial scandals [16].

RSBY has also been thoroughly analysed and achievements as well as problems have been hotly debated. By both leveraging increased levels of state spending on health and channelling the combined public subsidies to an insurance fund to purchase services on behalf of covered persons, the scheme has enabled an increase in public spending on health while introducing a purchaser–provider split for an explicit benefits package with no patient cost sharing (cashless care); it has also fostered improved access to both public and private hospitals and enhanced financial protection for the target population. RSBY has implemented an innovative IT platform to support enrolment and provider payment; it assesses regularly information on service use [17] and patient satisfaction; in Delhi a survey of 390 hospitalized beneficiaries found that 18% were highly satisfied, 67% were satisfied and only 3% dissatisfied [18]. Problematic areas include a large remaining gap in reaching the

1 Several State-level initiatives have been introduced as well, most notably the Rajiv Aarogyaari hospital insurance scheme that covers about 80% of the population in Andra Pradesh, funded by state-level tax revenues [9]. Though state-level schemes are very important both within the states where they are implemented and for informing future policy reforms, in this paper we only focus on national level programs.
target population, evidence of overuse or unnecessary service provision driven by the provider payment incentives used, and the cap on financial protection offered to beneficiaries [19–21].

Despite this mixed picture, one positive feature shared by each of these schemes is that they have found ways around two core constitutional and administrative obstacles to allow the central government to influence and support health system development at state level: (a) enabling the Union government to play a catalytic role in health financing despite the reality that “health is a State subject”; and (b) enabling the use of some (State and Union) budget funds for health free of the rigid line-item constraints that characterize the public sector financial management system.

Recently India has approved a UHC program that can usefully build on those foundations; as suggested by the High Level Expert Group) [22] and pioneered by both NRHM and RSBY, the Government of India (GoI) is looking to rely primarily on general tax revenues, rather than trying to collect explicit insurance contributions from the informal sector.

The attention given to the above issues may lead some to put the spotlight on health financing in isolation, perhaps over-emphasizing the effects attributable to this part of the health system alone. This paper, as a matter of contrast, suggests that UHC is about more than financing. Without well thought out proposals on personal and population services production, stewardship of the entire health system and the assembling of required inputs, any health system reform would fall short of the expected results. All countries struggle to turn good intentions into results (policy implementation), but the size and complex health governance in India make the magnitude of the challenges daunting; specific attention needs to be paid also to reform implementation, not merely its design.

After this introduction/background, the structure of this paper is as follows:

- Section 2 includes the essentials of the WHO health systems framework;
- Section 3 addresses the implications of UHC in India;
- Section 4 finally outlines some implementation issues, using the lessons of recent international experience;
- A table with conclusions and recommendations and the bibliographic references close the document.

2. The health systems framework

According to the review by the World Health Organization of what “determines” health, inter-sectoral actions addressing the social determinants of health plus a mix of preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic, rehabilitative and caring personal- and population-based health services are required [23]. The “ensemble of all public and private organizations, institutions and resources mandated to improve, maintain or restore health within the political and institutional framework of a given country”, i.e. the health system [24] achieves its results by the inter-play of four inter-dependent sets of repeated activities: (i) provision of the necessary services; (ii) financing, i.e. collection, pooling and allocation of resources to providers and services; (iii) generation of the human, physical and other inputs that make service provision possible; and (iv) setting rules and providing strategic direction for the actors involved. Those functions interact in the pursuit of common final goals (improving health levels and equity, protecting people against the catastrophic financial consequences of paying for health care, improving responsiveness to citizens’ expectations, and performing) as well as generic intermediate objectives: effective coverage (reducing the gap between the need for and use of services in the population, and improving quality) and efficiency (Fig. 1).

Those functions, generic to all systems, are organized by countries in response to national history, political and social values and preferences – thus no readymade solution or approach to be “copied” or “imported” exists. The framework can support countries in diagnosing their outcome “problems” around pathways between the functions, intermediate objectives and goals, i.e. to explore how and why the health system is under-performing as a basis for defining a country-specific reform agenda. Poor health outcomes usually reveal problems at various levels (e.g. inadequate service provision and/or poor information and/or difficulties with human resources, and/or inappropriate financial incentives, and/or insufficient supply of technologies, and/or weak regulation, etc.). Indeed, the values and political reality of each society will in the end determine the adequacy of the solutions proposed, many of them unavoidably subject to debate.

The framework facilitates aligning financial arrangements and services against the burden of diseases (maternal, child health and nutrition, accidents, communicable and non-communicable diseases). Since service access and quality are intrinsic components of UHC, shortcomings in service delivery need at least as much attention as financing problems. The stewardship function – which subsumes most of the old “policy and planning” and “regulatory/legal issues” – contributes in turn to the attainment of health system goals by providing vision and direction for other players through formulating strategy, regulating and collecting and using intelligence while stakeholders are held accountable for the resources endowed to them, etc.

Only core approaches with selected illustrations will be identified in this paper, in the understanding that subsequent work by the stakeholders concerned should expand on the arguments made. It is understood that this analysis might be important for other countries facing similar challenges (see conclusions and recommendations at the end of the document).

3. UHC and the health system functions in India

3.1. Financing

The Economic Survey of India 2012–13 shows that although government expenditure more than doubled nominally during the period 2007–08 to 2012–13, expenditure on health as a proportion of total government expenditure shifted only from 4.6% to 4.8% and from 1.27% and 1.36% as a proportion of GDP [25]. Although the HLEG
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advised to increase public spending on health from slightly more than 1% to 2.5% till 2017, and to 3% of GDP till 2022 [26], the Planning Commission has settled to bring the proposal to 1.87% till 2017 [12] amidst substantial interest and debate in the country.

While the authors of this paper agree with the general opinion that more money is necessary, we however sustain that it is not sufficient condition for improvement. Also, although allocation re-prioritizing is key, expressions like “Expenditures on primary health care, including general health information and promotion, curative services at the primary level, screening for risk factors at the population level and cost effective treatment, targeted towards specific risk factors, should account for at least 70% of all health care expenditures”, “both in the short run and over the medium term” [27] should not be interpreted to suggest that meeting such a target is a sufficient condition for improvement either.

Maintaining public accountability for the funds while addressing current “absorption capacity” issues (e.g. massive volumes, short periods of time, complex institutional map, etc.) also remains a major challenge. One observer noted that “the stunted public health system is hardly geared up to absorb the new increased allocation; already state governments are returning money” [28]. A key cause of this “absorption” problem is the rigid public sector financial management system, with strict line item controls, which constrain the authority of line managers to reallocate resources to address problems on the ground – so some budget lines are unused despite the evident need. Alternatives are needed like the NRHM flexi-pools and the transfer of funds to intermediaries as in RSBY (or even perhaps a third option of quasi-public autonomous “funds” that may be the state-level UHC single payer).

3.2. Service delivery

Recent reviews of performance-related provider payments [29] and results-based financing in general [30] suggest that such payments could promote productivity, increased use of priority services, and perhaps foster quality of care[2]. How will Indian service delivery facilities react?

3.2.1. What services?

India is endowed with a third of facilities, beds, doctors and nurses per capita compared to countries with similar income levels [33,34]. Service delivery institutions range from dysfunctional poorly staffed facilities [35] to very solid hospitals in the All India Institute of Medical Sciences, AIIMS, to world-class organizations such as the Narayana Hrudayalaya Hospital [36] or the Aravind Eye Care System [37].

The private sector has a dominant position in the delivery of both outpatient and inpatient personal care, human resources and medical technology as well as diagnostics, pharmaceuticals, hospital construction and ancillary services – except some health programs [38]; it has around 80% of an estimated 52,000 hospitals and around 63% of 1,555,000 total functional beds, most in urban areas [39], a fact that generates much debate in the country.

In this context, what matters is ensuring that patients do benefit from quality services by increased access and utilization – not producing a super-detailed “list of services covered”. Many diseases require for their control more than one intervention category – e.g. immunization usually involves both a personal service that benefits the individual clients who receive it (in this case, administering the dose) and a population service delivered to groups or the population (in this case, producing an education leaflet). Both personal and population services need to be organized and delivered with the systematic approach to health system reform and the corresponding financing policy in mind [40].

India also needs to avoid problems faced elsewhere, notably in several ex-USSR countries [41] with over-detailed planning of the quantum of primary and hospital services; beyond the planning, “the package” ultimately has to be translated into a form that enables (and thereby

---

2 Other authors, however, reject them on ethical and professional bases [31]; or claim that pay for performance has not translated into breakthrough quality improvements [32].
empowers) citizens to understand their entitlements and obligations in the system.

3.2.2. Delivered where and how?
India has made extensive use of vertically integrated “public health programs”, defined as separated from the funding, organizational and delivery arrangements of the rest [42], a solution under conditions of health system weakness by which authorities thought the uptake of services would be facilitated [43]. The dual burden of NCDs and CDs now calls for other solutions; policies involving multisectoral action (e.g., raising taxes on tobacco, enforcing bans on tobacco advertisement in media, salt reduction in processed foods, subsidies for healthier edible oils, etc.) and an enabling environment for the community to adopt healthy habits through information/education are crucial. Early detection and control of high blood pressure and diabetes; screening for common and treatable cancers; cost-effective prevention of complications and recurrent events; providing rehabilitation/palliative care when facing incurable disease, etc. are also needed [44].

For the emerging burden of disease to be confronted, facilities and structures will require transformation with emphasis on guaranteeing access and quality. Vertical elements will have to become parts of well-organized, functionally integrated, professionally run service networks with efficient referral and counter-referrals; links with the voluntary and private sector will need overhauling, something already visible in the internal debates preparing the service delivery schemes for the nascent Urban Health Mission.

Re-converting vertical programs (especially Polio, TB and AIDS, but also vector-, water- and food-borne diseases, etc.) into component parts of state-managed district models will challenge organizational skills. The process of implementing changes in service delivery will probably need to be done in phases – some issues could be addressed simultaneously while others only during a second phase.

3.3. Relevant input generation

In addition to money, providing quality services depends on the availability, mix, etc. of many inputs, an area in which problems in India are extraordinarily complex. Being human resource-intensive, the services to be funded first require sufficient workforce with the right knowledge, skills and attitudes. For a start, however, doctors with recognized medical qualifications under the Medical Council of India Act and registered with state medical councils are (mostly because of migration) below 1/1000 inhabitants and predominantly concentrated in urban areas. A realistic human resources plan is an obvious must; it should deal with the need for both clinicians (doctors, nurses, paramedics, etc.) and health system workers (managers, economists, lawyers, etc.) plus efficient time-frames for continuing education while encouraging staff to move to remote and underserved areas.

In October 2012, however, the National Commission for Human Resources for Health Bill aimed at reforming the regulatory framework and improving skilled personnel supply was returned by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Health and Family Welfare. The recommendation to the Ministry to “bring forward a fresh bill after sufficiently addressing the views, suggestions and concerns expressed by discussions with all the stakeholders including the State Governments” was a clear expression of the existing debate in the country [45].

In the absence of such a bill, major HRH reforms are difficult to undertake and remain a “critical field for progress in introducing change” [46]. Yet even in the absence of such legislation, administrative measures are being introduced – e.g. the 21st May 2013 President of India Ordinance on amending the Indian Medical Council Act 1956, which allows Overseas citizens of India to practice medicine in the country and removed the restriction on foreign doctors to practice only for the purpose of teaching, research or charitable work [47].

Mainstreaming the Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy (AYUSH) traditional medicine systems, using their strengths (preventive and promotive care, women and children and older persons’ conditions, stress management, palliative care, rehabilitation and health promotion) is another possible development. The 12th Five-Year Plan suggests the practice and promotion of AYUSH in States to be carried out under the broad umbrella of the National Health Mission, with cross-disciplinary learning with modern systems at post-graduate level and career tracks for professional advancement of nurses; it also suggest to develop district hospitals and Community Health Centres (CHCs) into training institutions; organise bridge courses for (AYUSH) graduates, empower them legally to practice as primary care physicians; and encourage career progression of Accredited Social Health Activists (ASHA) and Anganwadi workers (AWW) into Auxiliary Nurse Midwives (ANM).

Reliable supply of consumables, diagnostic and other technologies are also needed. Essential pharmaceuticals in UHC have to be seen in the context of proper quality, availability, prices and procurement systems. First, drug pricing is a concern in relation to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights agreement (TRIPS), which set minimum standards for protecting intellectual property with potential negative impact on access to treatment [48]. Bulk purchase, distribution, prescription and delivery of drugs at central and state level are also required. Following the success in Tamil Nadu and to a lesser extent Karnataka, Kerala, Delhi and Rajasthan in 2011, a quick push on providing universal access to free medicines has been heard of, although the proposal has not been yet made formal. Parallel massive interventions are also required in the fields of logistics and office technologies.

Health facilities are another problem input. It has been reported that about 12% of PHC centres and 28% of sub-centres lack regular water supply; 14% and 29%, respectively had no electricity; 8% in both groups lacked an all-weather, motorable approach road; and 54% and 47% of PHC centres had no telephone or computer respectively. The situation is worsened by poor functional building design and non-availability of clinical and maintenance support staff, making half the beds in the public sector and one third in the private sector “non-functional” [49].
Although thousands of PHC clinics, hundreds of hospitals and six super-specialty AIIMS-like centres are being built [50], efforts are required to align facilities with the challenges of service network re-design, for which reporting and IT requirements will also be crucial.

3.4. Stewardship issues

The right to health has top legal attention in India as it is recognized under article 21 of the Constitution [51]. States have highest responsibility, with support and coordination from the Union (broad policies, strategic framework, financial resources and medical education). After in past decades many Committees proposed improvements with arguable results [52], the stewardship challenge in developing UHC is in our opinion three-fold: (a) clear policies, so that more people will be effectively covered; (b) shifting the focus from inputs-based to outcome-oriented goals; and (c) ensuring States’ involvement in collaborative health policy to deliver on Constitutional guarantees.

In terms of regulation and influence, Transparency International ranks India 95th out of 183 surveyed nations on a corruption perception index [53]; the Karnataka’s Lokayukta estimates that “nearly 25% of the health budget gets siphoned off due to corruption at various levels; dishonesty in service delivery is a concern in many areas—from recruitment, to transfers, to promotions—and at all hierarchical levels, from low-paid workers to investigation officers” [54].

In 2010 the Central Government enacted the Clinical Establishments (Registration and Regulation) Act, setting minimum standards (facilities and services) in all clinical establishments, in all systems of medicine, public and private. However, until recently the Act has been adopted only in Arunachal Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Rajasthan, Jharkhand, Sikkim, Uttar Pradesh, and all Union Territories. The approval by other states is “pending”, proving the existence of different positions on the subject in the country [55]. Transparent standards for contracting and rules of engaging as well as unambiguous reporting duties are also major issues.

Defining stewardship relationships with other sectors/outlining what is expected from “inter-sectoral actions” is another gigantic duty, especially regarding water and sanitation, where evidence of cost-effectiveness is indisputable [56]. Producing population services – for example, public health surveillance – requires good reporting from all stakeholders. The 12th 5-Year Plan recommends the creation of a dedicated cell within the Ministry to assess the impact of existing and new policies of non-health sectors which have a bearing on health [57].

In addition, priority actions are needed to create a unified, inter-operable information system, without which good stewardship will be impossible. India needs better health intelligence, understood as higher level of data/information. The ability of the Ministry of Health to guide the health system has been considered sub-optimal due to limited evaluation, monitoring and analysis capacity [58], as well as an absence of a unified information system.

If service monitoring, law enforcing and policy partnering with state governments is to reach a new dimension in the context of UHC, the organizational capacities of many stakeholders will need to be strengthened [59].

Given the census limitations, an independent evaluation suggested a few years back that the Sample Registration System in use only captured 85% of deaths [60]; consolidating the current progress towards a (near) universal death certification would be a fair aspiration for a UHC system.

A Citizen Health Information System (CHIS) has also been proposed as a biometric-based system, updating every citizen-family’s health record (birth registration, deaths certificates, maternal and infant death reviews, nutrition, etc.); telemedicine should link district hospitals, tertiary care centres and service providers in a network; public and private laboratories will in this context generate figures for policy making as well as the alerts needed for disease surveillance [61]. Pending a closer scrutiny of implementation, plans have been presented for a unique identification health card in the 12th 5-Year Plan; it remains to be seen how it will relate to the Unique Identification Authority of India (UDAI)/National Population Registry – recently issued “Aadhar” card.

4. Implementing UHC in India

4.1. Evidence of what works in implementing health system reforms

This paper builds on the analyses of the challenges faced by India as described in the Lancet Series [62], the HLEG Report [63], the Country Cooperation Strategy 2012–17 between the GoI and the WHO Office for India [64] and a non-systematic review of a substantial number of international articles and books on the topic [65].

Attention has been paid to the role of evidence to sustain reforms, the influence of international organisations, the reactions of those affected, the timing and interactions across different policy areas and the type of institutions to support implementation [66]. The WHO’s message that any effective health financing strategy needs to be “home-grown” [1] applies equally to a wider health system reform strategy. There is clearly no readymade solution or approach to be “copied” or “imported” by other countries; each one needs to arrive at its own solutions.

Although no single mix of policy options works in every setting and there is likely to be variation in both the sequencing and mix of reform instruments in different places, potentially relevant lessons can be identified from the efforts devoted to review what has worked and what has not in reforming health systems in middle- and high-income countries. After in-depth review of reforms in Finland, Korea, Mexico, Switzerland and Turkey, OECD identifies the following as key issues specific to the health sector [67]:

- The role of professionals (as service providing monopolists in many cases);
- The role of information/analysis/evidence of each country’s system and reforms;
- The role of international system performance comparisons;
- Clear diagnosis and compelling design for a reform;
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- Taking advantage of political ‘windows of opportunity’;
- Communication/engagement between proponents of reforms and key stakeholders – especially with veto power;
- The use of incentives, to align the interests of stakeholders with the intentions of the reform;
- Sufficient resources to ‘oil the wheels of change’.

The core empirical lesson from Brazil, China, Mexico and Thailand these days is that reforms to make progress towards UHC can (and indeed, must, given the expectations of the population) be implemented at a faster pace than in Europe in the last century.

Implementation has been confirmed as the most important aspect in any health sector reform, as stakeholders support is paramount. A seminal work in developing countries identified as equally critical as the proposed content of reform (a) the actors (i.e. professionals, citizens, policy elites, lobbies) as individuals and as members of a group, (b) the context (i.e. social values, macroeconomic situation, political environment) and especially (c) the processes (i.e. operationalization of the reform policy, distribution of power and authority, pace of reform implementation, etc.) [68]. Difficulties have been reported that reflected inadequate planning of implementation, be they with the timing of the steps needed to introduce reform (number and sequence), the central and local governance/distribution of power, the technical infrastructure (information systems, management skills, etc.), the way in which the reform was presented to public and private stakeholders, the resources needed for the new organizational arrangements, etc.

The main lesson is that the same degree of thought and effort that goes into developing policies should also go into developing an implementation strategy, distinguishing between the long steady necessary processes (including peaks and valleys) and the importance of seizing political windows of opportunity when they arise [69], something consistent with previous findings about collective action [70].

On the service supply side, reforms seem to have generally fallen short of both rhetoric and expectations; their limited impact stems in part from their limited effects on clinical practice [71]. Public hospitals have in particular emerged as extraordinarily complex environments to reform, subject to multiple relationships, more amenable to governance than to traditional management [72].

4.2. Management of the implementation process in India

As India moves towards implementation, two points are worth keeping in mind:

- First, no country (with the possible exception of China – and the political contexts are barely comparable) has ever taken on such a complex endeavor at such massive scale. The 12th 5-Year Plan rightly recognizes that the pursuit of UHC will last for at least 2–3 plan periods – that is, 10–15 years – requiring strategies to go beyond any script in any one plan. Therefore rather than over-prescribing detailed recipes taken from anywhere else, in our opinion attention needs to be paid by policy makers to identifying priority issues, key implementation challenges and main barriers, customizing solutions across the four health system functions;
- Second, implementation needs to be accompanied by analysis, so that the solutions are found through policy analysis and research embedded into implementation. This calls for strengthening “evidence-to-policy” links and the intelligence dimension of stewardship as well as the necessary accountability. State-level experiences and good practices will need to be documented and circulated in each State, informing also decision-making in others.

In parallel with making policy choices in terms of processes, India needs to carefully design the institutional/organizational arrangements for implementation. The tools, management of partnerships, access to up-to-date health analyses for informed decision making, etc. need to be crafted. Clear system goals and the corresponding short-, medium- and long-term interventions need to be articulated and negotiated with the various stakeholders (public and private) at all territorial levels, across sectors.

Incentives need to be devised to increase transparency. Professional self-regulation and a high-level inspectorate could be promoted in our opinion, with key stakeholders’ participation – at least at the level of policy design. Patient empowerment could be increased as necessary by acting on the Right to Information Act 2005 (modified in 2011) [73] – e.g. by individualized personal identification medical cards, facilitated formulation of complaints in case of abuse as adequate, etc.

Looking for the sustainability of reforms, the critical challenge is to gather momentum for correctly implementing the key multi-faceted reforming steps; there will surely be trade-offs between maximising the speed at which reforms are carried out and minimising the resources to be invested. Needless to explain, finally, the presence of high caliber people at the “commanding heights” of reform with a mandate to tailor an implementation process full of adjustments needs to be continued.

Overall, our conclusion is that there are reasons to be optimistic about UHC in India as there is: (i) political will to change; (ii) availability of resources; (iii) a coherent outline strategy; and (iv) updated knowledge and skills for learning by doing.

Major conclusions and recommendations

Compulsory funding sources (taxation) are needed to move towards Universal Health Coverage.

No readymade solution or approach exists to be “copied” or “imported”. Accompanying the health financing changes, countries wanting to promote UHC need to address the functions proposed in the health system framework developed by the World Health Organization.

The framework can help diagnose shortcomings and facilitate the filling up of gaps between functions and goals, as poor outcomes usually reveal problems at various health system levels. For that reason, achieving the final health system goals require a multi-pronged approach towards generic intermediate objectives.
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Shortcomings in service delivery need at least as much attention as financing problems. Proposals are needed to produce preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic, rehabilitative and caring personal – and population-based health services, plus inter-sectoral actions addressing the social determinants of health. Key issues are what services? delivered where (hospitals, PHC) and how (by the public or the private sector, what degree of vertical organization, what type of management?)

No health system can operate without assembling the necessary inputs. Skilled clinicians (doctors, nurses, paramedics, etc.) and health system workers (managers, economists, lawyers, etc.) with the right knowledge, skills and attitudes plus efficient time-frames for education are needed. Reliable supply of pharmaceuticals, consumables, diagnostic, ICT and other technologies as well as health facilities (PHC centres, clinics, hospitals, etc.) is also crucial. The stewardship function should ensure vision and direction through clear outcome-oriented policies and strategies involving stakeholders as well as regulation preventing the misuse of resources and ensuring transparency and accountability by all. Institutions like the Ministry of Health should have capacity to collect and share health intelligence, understood as higher level of data/information evaluation, monitoring, and analysis.

Attention has to be paid to reform implementation, as different from its design: “how to implement reform?” needs to be found through policy analysis and research embedded into flexible implementation of the “what to do?” plans. Strengthening “evidence-to-policy” links and the intelligence dimension of stewardship/leadership during implementation is thus paramount.
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